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This report describes the current status of the test phase on “Cataloguing hydro-meteorological 

events having high impact potential”. In the following, the term “Event” is used to refer to hydro-

meterological events having an potential impact.  It lists participating countries, describes the 

procedure for the application, explains the database process and the visualization of the results, and 

summarizes feedback from participating countries. In addition, it lists challenges and offers some 

recommendations.  

1. Current participation in the test phase 

Following the kick-off meeting for the test phase in Offenbach in July 2018, all M states in Region VI 

were invited by the WMO Secretariat to participate. Of these, 20 countries have confirmed their 

participation and named focal points. Of these, 4 countries showed no further activities so far. For 

various reasons, 4 countries (Spain, Luxembourg, Latvia and Romania) could only give their 

experiences and feedback or are just starting to establish the collection process at national level. On 

the other hand, 12 countries more or less quickly started to send regular event reports via the 

provided templates (http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/wcp/wcdmp/meeting/international-

workshop-extreme-events.html ). These countries are: Cyprus, Denmark, France, Germany, the 

Republic of Moldova, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the Ukraine and the 

United Kingdom (See figure 1 below). 
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Figure 1: Countries that participated through provision of Event data. 

Ideally, countries should report regularly once a week or once a month. Backgrounds and 

explanations for the process of reporting an event are provided in a guideline 

(http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/wcp/wcdmp/meeting/documents/guidance-on-the-test-

phase03092018.pdf). During the test phase WMO RA VI Regional Climate Network Offenbach Node 

on Climate Monitoring (RCC Node-CM) operated by DWD receives the completed templates as excel 

sheets via email.  RCC Node-CM staff collects the data from the countries, processes the information, 

analyzes the events and integrates the information into the UUID database (See Figure 2 below). 

 

Figure 2: The UUID database table 
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2. Summary of the output data 

To characterize and describe Events a layer-based model within a GIS environment has been created. 

The UUID database is characterized by attributes and the data is organized in event categories as 

data layers as a multipoint feature class, a multiline feature class or a multipart-Polygon-Feature (see 

figure 3 & 4 below). 

 
Figure 3: GIS representation of Events related to thunderstorms.  

 

Figure 4: example of Events related to ice.  

 

2.1 The visualization of the data 
 

• The map in KML and Layers in GML  



 
 
To get an overview of the Events collected during the test phase, regularly maps and layers in KML 

(Keyhole Markup Language) and GML (Geography Markup Language) format are provided via a 

password protected area (https://rcccm.dwd.de/DWD-RCCCM/EN/products/products_node.html ). 

• Assignment of Universal Unique Identifier (UUID) 

Data collection is based on a standard typology of Events and the assignment of a Universal Unique 

Identifier (UUID) – as a means of Event-tracking and systematically linking with associated impact 

information routinely collected by relevant national authorities. The participating countries assign 

individual UUIDs to each Event they decided to report. To identify the weather system from which 

the different events originated, the system_UUID is used. This single system_UUID is assigned by RCC 

Node-CM. All reported events can subsequently be linked via this system_UUID to their originating 

source.  

 
3. Challenges and recommendations 

The Excel template created by DWD for each country was easy to fill in by the participating countries 

and is well suited to collect the data during the test phase. However, the subsequent unpacking and 

manual transfer of the reported data into the database posed a major problem, i.e. needed quite 

some human resources. This process has yet to be completed manually and is therefore lengthy and 

error-prone. In order to intercept failures or delays it would also be necessary to have a second 

person with the necessary knowledge. 

As a recommendation some efforts should be made to develop an input mask available online via the 

Internet that allows a direct and automated transfer of the entered data into the database. Here one 

could also benefit from the just started test phase in RA V and its experiences. 

It would also be useful to receive notice from participating countries on a weekly basis, even if no 

event had taken place. This would allow to detect failures more quickly. However, the necessary 

human resources must also be available for this purpose. 

This is also the main reason given by the countries for not participating. However, some indicated 

they may come in later, because they did not have the necessary human resources. They would very 

much like to support the project if they had the resources, and they find it absolutely necessary.  

Overall, the responses have been many, very positive and participating countries are coping well with 

the system and the transmission. Overall, many responses also emphasized the importance of this 

activity.  
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